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MASTER PLAN 
 
VCA sits at one of the highest elevations in Travis County. From the top of the bowl there are 360-degree views of the 
entire region. The site naturally lends itself to placement of the amphitheater on the west side of the hill facing the 
deepest point of the preserve. This provides the darkest backdrop for the audience, and the greatest isolation from 
highway 71. The residential towers are oriented in a similar way. The two free standing parking garages are set along 
highway 71 minimizing their impact on the site, helping shield the site from current high level of existing highway noise. 
The use of structured parking garages for all plan components minimizes impervious coverage and maximizes the 
effectiveness of storm water runoff controls.   
 

 
A cursory review of the site plan indicates clearly how little development is taking place, with 80% of the net site 
remaining pervious, with the developed areas split between buildings and roads. Follow this link for a full set of Project 
Renderings. The amphitheater bowl will be open to the public when not in use for shows, hosting evening star-parties 
each week with permanent telescopes and plenty of room to bring your own. VCA is maximizing the use of natural and 
local building materials, maximizing water quality controls, minimizing the use of plastics, and atmospheric carbon 
emissions, while serving the community philanthropically at scale in an aesthetically beautiful and socially conscious 
environment. 
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Sustainable Residential Living  •  World Class Entertainment  •  Giving Back to Austin

Rather than another sprawling 
apartment complex, redundant 
strip center, or ugly mini-storage, 
VCA creates something  
magical that honors the land, 
community, and civil society.



LA Philharmonic on Stage at the Hollywood Bowl under the stars

Morning Yoga at the Red Rocks Amphitheater near Denver

Permanently installed observatories will host stargazing parties 
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Violet Crown will be a 
celebration of the arts and 
nature, living in the moment 
while conserving for the future. 


